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ABSTRACT 
After many years of changing leadership, internal conflict, dismal 
reviews and organizational instability, by early 2008 the Seoul 
Philharmonic Orchestra (SPO) had transitioned into an independent 
foundation with new artistic and business leadership. The recently 
appointed CEO Pal-Seung Lee reflected on SPO’s transition and 
pondered what the best next steps for the organization should be.  Its 
artistic promise was no longer the question.  Yet what could CEO 
Lee do to push the orchestra to reach its full potential so that SPO 
could shine for Korea, and for the world-wide artistic community?   
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Meet CEO Pal-Seung Lee 
Prior to joining the Seoul Philharmonic Orchestra, CEO Pal-Seung Lee had a very successful career in the private, 
financial sector, moving through the ranks from business manager of a bank branch office to president of Woori 
Securities.  Throughout his banking career, he was well regarded for his aggressive ideas and singular determination.  It is 
this drive that propelled him to push SPO further than previously thought possible.  Despite the relative success of the 
turn-around, he felt there was more to be done as he expressed in a June 2007 interview in Maeil Business: 

After I took over the management of SPO, there were three goals I promoted: first was to raise 
the quality of orchestra’s music; second was to stay faithful to the public quality of the 
organization as it is operated with the tax money of Seoul residents; third was to strengthen its 
profitability and prepare the basis for financial self-sufficiency. I can confidently say that we have 
been fairly successful in achieving these three goals.  

Sitting in his office listening to a recording of Mozart’s Violin Concerto No. 4, played by his own orchestra, CEO Lee felt 
that the third movement, the Rondeau, perfectly captured what he had achieved so far as well as the challenges that lay 
ahead. “Andante grazioso – Allegro ma non troppo,” he whispered to himself.   

History of SPO 
The Seoul Philharmonic Orchestra was founded in January 1948, making it one of the oldest, and one of the most highly 
regarded orchestras in Korea.  Despite a suspension of activities in 1950 due to the turmoil of the Korean War, SPO 
managed to reinvent itself prior to the close of hostilities, becoming the Naval Symphony Orchestra.  In 1957, the Naval 
Symphony Orchestra transitioned again to become the first orchestra funded by a government body and returned to its 
roots as the Seoul Philharmonic under the baton of the first Chief Conductor, Maestro Saeng-Ryo Kim.  

During 1974 to 1990, SPO grew exponentially, both in number of artists and its musical capabilities under the capable 
leadership of Maestro Chung.  As it transformed into a truly modern orchestra, SPO became the first Korean orchestra to 
tour in Europe.  Helping to secure its place amongst other world class orchestras, critics compared SPO to some of the 
best Eastern European symphonic orchestras.  

In 1978, a management shift changed the course of SPO’s future.  SPO’s management was transferred from the Seoul 
municipal government to Sejong Performing Arts Center.  The full impact of the shift was not immediately felt under the 
strong, shielding leadership of Maestro Chung, however, the full blow was definitely felt after his retirement. SPO became 
just one of the nine performing arts groups under Sejong Center’s management and began to suffer under Sejong Center’s 
unorganized and rigid operational system. Without a strong leader, SPO fell prey to the weaknesses inherent in the Sejong 
Center’s organization.  In the years following Maestro Chung’s retirement, SPO was led by a series of conductors without 
the same steady hand required to shield the orchestra.  The difficulties with Sejong Center’s management also created an 
inability for SPO to retain a chief conductor for any length of time.  Basically, the two problems fed into each other, 
creating a general sense of instability and frustration, affecting SPO’s performance level. In 1999, SPO only had 36 
performances, in comparison to 84 performances by Korean Broadcasting System (KBS) Symphony Orchestra and 121 by 
Japan’s NHK Symphony Orchestra.  The end of the year concert results further demonstrated the lack of interest in SPO.  
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Of the less than 1,800 people in attendance, over half were holding a free, invitational ticket.  The need to give away 
tickets to most performances underscored several issues, including artistic level, marketing and financial considerations.   

Management by Sejong Center 
Even for a tower of strength like former Maestro Jae-Dong Chung, the transition of SPO’s management from the Seoul 
municipal government to the Sejong Center was an Achilles heel. During his tenure, the Sejong Center was actually 
managed by Seoul municipal government; thus Seoul City’s bureaucratic administration system dictated Sejong Center’s 
decision-making process.  This cumbersome management system hindered SPO at every turn. And since SPO was just one 
of nine total organizations under the Sejong Center’s management, it was difficult to expect the material support and 
expertise that was required to manage an orchestra. SPO was limited in its decision- making, budget and business 
leadership.  

There was a famous incident of a ripped drum in 1998 that illustrated SPO’s situation at that time, When SPO ripped a 
drum and requested money to replace the leather, the city council wanted the orchestra to get the suppliers to bid on the 
cost, according to municipal government practice. Of course, no supplier was going to haggle over one drum skin, and it 
was obvious that the orchestra would get low-quality product in such a case. Therefore, the SPO just performed the next 
day with the ripped drum, and the press had a field day over it. That got the drum fixed the very next day, but not the core 
problem. Commenting on this incident, the local Seoul newspaper Hankook Ilboin observed in May 2000:  

Such a farce can emerge out of bureaucracy…It takes complicated procedures to recruit new 
members or purchase a new instrument. Obviously it is difficult to expect professionalism from 
orchestras being managed under such restrictions. The original principal of ‘support and no 
interference’ has changed to ‘a little support and a little interference.   

In July 1999, Seoul municipal government turned Sejong Center into a juridical foundation, making Sejong Center an 
independent entity. As a result, the management of SPO, along with that of the eight other performing arts groups, fell 
entirely to Sejong Center’s president. While there was a potential opportunity for management to improve under a more 
streamlined system, the exact opposite occurred.  There was already tension between Sejong Center’s overly bureaucratic 
management system and SPO, especially its performers.  Many felt their opinions and artistic interests were ignored. 
Making matters worse, Sejong Center decided to hold an audition for all the performing arts groups, forcing existing 
musicians to “audition” in order to maintain their current positions.  During the course of the auditions, four dancers from 
the dance group and four string players from SPO were discharged.  It was an official warning to all members Sejong 
Center’s management was asserting its power and would not be moved.  

Because all performing arts groups under Sejong Center had a labor union, SPO members began demanding that the 
discharged members be reinstated. In order to push the agenda through, the labor union began a strike on March 15, 2000.  
Issues between management and the artists escalated to new levels following the member layoff.  And without an effective 
channel of communication, there was no mechanism to bridge the gap between the needs of the orchestra and Sejong 
Center’s unyielding management.   

On March 31, 2000, the audience for the 7 p.m. concert was stunned by the fliers they received minutes before the 
beginning of the concert. The fliers read that the “musicians who were part of Sejong Center’s Labor Union have walked 
off the stage,” explaining that the union had been on strike since March 15, and asked for support from the patrons. The 
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audiences were stunned and many felt that it was some type of joke until the musicians took the stage and nearly half of 
the seats were empty. 

The conflict between Sejong Center and SPO had reached its climax with the walk-out fiasco, but Sejong Center refused 
to recant the lay-off, insisting that it was based on fair and objective auditions. On the other hand, the labor union argued 
that there was no agreement or warning on the method of the lay-offs. The argument led to a trial at the Seoul Regional 
Labor Relations Commission, which found the lay-off problematic. The Commission strongly advised Sejong Center to 
reinstate all of the members, but despite the advice and the criticism from the art world, Sejong Center refused to reinstate 
the four SPO members.  

Beginning in April, the members went as far as to erect a camp at the stairs of the Sejong Center building. Many observed, 
including the media, that the rigid and inadequate management system was at fault.  Worse yet, the orchestra continued to 
flounder during this time, further eroding its financial position and musical reputation. 

The walk-out and campsite protest were perfect examples of the continuing issues faced by the Sejong Center in managing 
an arts organization.  No consensus existed between the artistic leadership and the business leadership of the organization.  
Communication was nearly non-existent.  The inability to co-exist sullied the reputation of both SPO and the Sejong 
Center, which allowed other orchestra’s to continue their assent in the classical music marketplace without any real 
competition from SPO. 

As the solution for their problems, SPO decided in May 2000 to invite the world renowned Mark Ermler to be their Chief 
Conductor for a period of three years. They were able to further strengthen the new leadership by inviting Sung Kwak to 
become the Musical Advisor and the presumptive next Chief Conductor.  

Mark Ermler ushered in a new era of strong creative leadership, not seen since SPO’s heyday under Maestro Chung in the 
mid-70s.  Ermler had the business acumen to steer the orchestra even in the face of tenuous management from Sejong 
Center and the artistic reputation and skill to breathe life back into the flailing orchestra.  Under Ermler, SPO was able to 
regain some of the stature it had achieved previously.  Unfortunately, Ermler was unable to finish the work that he started 
when he suddenly passed away two years into his tenure. 

The death of Ermler was a big blow to the SPO members, especially because Ermler’s arrival in 2000 seemed like a ray of 
light at such a dark time in SPO’s history.  The conflict with the Sejong Center management had been eating SPO inside 
out when the world renowned conductor arrived.  Ermler brought the musical, as well as the political boost that the 
orchestra so desperately needed to get back on track. Needless to say, his death was a huge discouragement to the 
members of SPO in light of the long battle they had fought.  

There was no one to take charge after Ermler passed away. Kwak was unable to fill the shoes left by Ermler given his 
rocky relationship with the Sejong Center’s new President, Shin-Hwan Kim.  Once again, personality issues were getting 
in the way of the management of the organization and SPO members were too caught up in the battle with Sejong Center 
to heed Seoul municipal government’s efforts to turn SPO into a world class orchestra. Kwak was not strong enough to 
dictate a clear direction, so the orchestra began the downward spiral it was unfortunately so familiar with.   
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Discord:  Kims vs. Kwaks 
In October 2002, President Shin-Hwan Kim of Sejong Center began pursuing a new project which he felt would help 
make SPO a world class orchestra.  This project included pursuing new talent, such as critically recognized guest 
conductors.  In April of 2003, SPO held a special concert under the baton of invited conductor Lorin Maazel of the New 
York Philharmonic Orchestra. This performance was meant to shock SPO out of its stagnation and the orchestra put a lot 
of effort into making it successful.  

The concert had the opposite effect on the organization.  It was unsuccessful musically and created further political 
tension between Chief Conductor Kwak and President Kim. Immediately after Shin-Hwan Kim was inaugurated president 
of Sejong Center and became the managerial leader of SPO, President Kim started having trouble with the established 
musical leader of SPO, Chief Conductor Kwak. Their conflict ranged from disagreements over performance schedules, 
guest conductors, to musical differences. Conductor Kwak was excluded from the entire process for the special concert, 
from planning of the performance to the decision-making process of inviting Lorin Maazel as the guest conductor.  This 
was seen as a clear power play by President Kim to further establish his managerial dominance over Conductor Kwak.  
Their differences reached a level where the SPO members were divided into two groups: the pro-Kims and the Pro-
Kwaks. This is what Kwak and Kim had to say about the situation. 

Conductor Kwak: I think that my professional opinion deserves respect, in regard to my extensive 
career as a symphony orchestra conductor, but my opinion as Chief Conductor of SPO was 
continuously ignored. For instance, you only have to look at the case of inviting Lorin Maazel as 
the guest conductor. I was strongly against inviting Maazel and thought we were wasting 
tremendous amount of money just to hold a one-time performance, but my opinion was ignored - 
and just look at the result. The concert was so poorly publicized that we performed in front of 50 
people. It is also obvious that President SH Kim disliked me from the start. He never made an 
appearance for any SPO performance that I conducted. 

President Shin-Hwan Kim: A Chief Conductor may have full authority over the orchestra if it is 
an independent group, but the truth of the matter is that SPO is one of the performing arts groups 
operated under Sejong Performing Arts Center. When there is a difference of opinion, the 
conductor needs to respect and follow the decision of the President, who is the Executive Director 
of all performing art groups. I took Kwak’s decision to act unprofessionally as a personal insult, 
and the fact that he did not like my decision in managing SPO does not justify his unprofessional 
behavior.  

The two parties did not bother to hide their dislike for each other, and the conflict was starting to reflect upon SPO’s 
image as well. SPO was already notorious for finding faults with Sejong Center’s choice of chief conductors, which was 
thought to be one of the reasons why SPO was not growing into a better group. This conflict demonstrated the urgent need 
for strong and consistent leadership within the organization as well as an era of partnership between creative and 
managerial leadership.  However, this was not to be.  The repercussion of this most recent conflict between the two 
leaders turned out to be much greater than bad publicity: Chief Conductor Kwak was fired by Sejong Center in December 
of 2003.  
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Losing Ermler, followed by the discharge of conductor Kwak, left SPO in a vulnerable position. The difficulties were only 
amplified by the protracted discord between Sejong Center and SPO members over unresolved labor issues. Consequently, 
SPO’s standard of performance began to decline even further, and critics began referring to SPO as “stagnant water.” 
Some members within SPO began seeking a new solution to their problems, although no one really knew how it could be 
done.  Interviewed by local newspaper Hankook Ilbo in December 2003, an unnamed member of the orchestra 
commented, “We need to invite a world class conductor, and give the conductor full authority. Not even the president 
should interfere with the conductor in the future.” SPO had its golden years during the office of Permanent Conductor Jae-
Dong Chung.  Many looked to move back to that era and change the negative tide.  Although many of the reasons for such 
decline rest squarely with Sejong Center’s interference and lack of expertise, the orchestra’s lack of strategy and 
marketing, as well as the frequent changes in artistic leadership took their toll as well.    

With its members floundering and viable plans on the horizon, Sejong Performing Arts Center came up with an 
organization reformation plan in March 2004.  The concept was called the “Sejong Performing Arts Center Organization 
Reformation Plan.”  

The organization reformation plan that Sejong Performing Arts Center announced included increasing the capacity of its 
nine art groups and promoting a step-by-step process for each to become an independent foundation. According to the 
plan, an arts organization administrative office would be established to oversee the planning and operations of art groups 
within the organization.  Each group would implement an autonomous budget, service management, member auditions, 
and plans under the leadership of group directors. The plan also stated that in the second half of the 2006, SPO would 
finally gain its freedom.  

Seeking Reform 
Seoul City outsourced the job of reforming SPO to an outside consulting firm. According to Director Choe Do-In, who 
had led SPO’s reformation, the need for reform was presented as early as in 2002 despite the lack of action until as late as 
2006.   According to him, it was in 2002 that policy discussions began at Seoul City to cultivate SPO as a cultural symbol 
of the city and ensure that SPO would become a world class symphony orchestra.  During the Seoul mayor election in 
2002, the eventual mayor acknowledged that SPO lay at the center of cultural policy of Seoul and began to collect 
opinions from people of various classes. Through that process, he was gaining the approval of the music world as well. 
While the members were in a state of confusion, outside forces began to coalesce to eventually push SPO towards reform. 
Sejong Performing Arts Center and Seoul City decided to pursue reform through outside consulting (the members would 
now become the supporting cast, and the new CEO and conductor, once appointed would become the masters of the new 
SPO).  

In addition to its collaboration with an outside consulting firm, Seoul City also worked hard internally to come to a 
consensus regarding the reformation. One representative effort was collecting opinions from people of various classes 
throughout Seoul and the music world, in general. The Seoul City public emphasized that developing SPO was the best 
project the city could promote and demonstrated its commitment to spare no expense in giving SPO the best possible 
support.  Those involved in the music world in Korea were all in agreement that SPO must be revived.. Despite being 
neglected by former fans due to its disappointing performances over the previous several years, SPO was still considered 
the people’s orchestra and many were proud of its rich and long history.  Everyone was well aware of the problems that 
took their toll on SPO’s passion and morale, such as the poor treatment of the artists, lack of systematic management 
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system, dissonance between the conductor and the members, and frequent absence of artistic leadership.  However, there 
was great interest from the public and city government to set SPO on the right track, as quickly as possible. 

Consultants’ Strategy for Change 
The consulting began in December 2004, and at this stage, the members were excluded from participating. METAA 
consulting firm, which was composed of arts management specialists, was hired for the project.  METAA set out to 
uncover SPO’s internal problems, set the timeline for reformation, and conduct focus group interviews with members, an 
effort which was meant to create consensus.  Through many interviews, as well as other research and investigation into the 
internal problems, METAA Consulting began to set up a long-term vision and development strategy for SPO, as well as a 
roadmap for step-by-step implementation of the reform.   

Specifically, METAA devised a new unit strategy for the entire orchestra and composed a staff restructuring plan, which 
increased specialized staff such as orchestral staff and added a Fundraising Manager and Education Project Manager.  
Additionally, the consultants worked to secure resources from the public, drive new corporate sponsorships and launch 
fundraising related projects.  They also conducted internal culture building exercises to recreate a sense of unity within the 
badly battered organization. 

The SPO reformation roadmap and Sejong Performing Arts Center reformation plan were announced simultaneously. The 
Center announced its plans for the coming year, focusing on the establishment of SPO as an independent foundation, 
significant increases in pay for each group’s performances, and implementing a strict and practical evaluation for the art 
groups and their members. A member evaluation system was included in the reformation plan announcements. The Center 
and its union members had finally come to an agreement on a specific procedure for integrating ongoing evaluations.  And 
according to the evaluation scores, members would receive specific notices, warnings, or punishments.  

With a strong policy drive from Seoul City and preplanning work through outside consulting, SPO began to renew itself. 
A very detailed roadmap was created by the consulting team and carried out.  During the approximately six months of 
preparation time, a legal apparatus for establishing the foundation was prepared and a management system was also 
created. In June 2005, SPO began its new life as an independent foundation.  

As an independent foundation, SPO was given a new organizational structure.  This structure was meant to create more 
harmony between artists and business management.  In addition, upon the recommendation of the consultants, the 
business side of the organization needed to be strengthened and additional staff roles added to help in the success of the 
new SPO. The company’s revised structure is outlined in Exhibit 1. 

As a newly reformed organization, SPO had a clear goal of becoming a world-class philharmonic orchestra. SPO’s 
reformation dictated two goals.  The first goal was to strengthen the performance management organization, and the other 
goal was to increase performance quality. In short, its aim was to raise its artistic quality and its competitiveness in the 
market by strengthening its overall management.  

For this to happen, many measures had to be taken, the first of which was the appointment of a world-renowned conductor 
to lead the orchestra to world-class level.  Also critical was determining a final vision for the orchestra. While promoting 
artistry under the leadership of a strong conductor, the role of the orchestra as a municipal service organization for the 
people could not be ignored. Another major aspect of the reform was creating a sound financial organization. Through the 
reevaluation of the members, the organization had to be reconstituted with performers with the highest capabilities, and 
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the administrative office had to be professionally staffed.. These staffing priorities required critical financial resources.  
This investment in human resources was meant to create an environment in which compatible artistic and managerial 
leadership could work together, thus endowing SPO with a long-term position in the marketplace and a return on the 
initial investment.   

The New Leadership 
The first priority was artistic leadership since the representative leadership of artistic director and permanent conductor 
would be the symbol of the orchestra. This leader would determine the artistic direction which the orchestra aspired to, 
and would play an important role in raising the capability of the entire orchestra. Therefore, the appointment of a world-
renowned and talented conductor was a core element to the success of SPO. While the consulting was moving forward at 
the end of 2004, Seoul City was already looking into the availability of conductors such as Myung-Whun Chung. Then in 
January 2005, reports began to circulate in the Yonhap News that Chung had indeed been appointed as permanent 
conductor of SPO. 

Conductor Chung came from a varied and diverse background in the music world.  Educated in the United States at the 
Mannes College of Music and Julliard School of Music, he began his career at the Los Angeles Philharmonic as an 
assistant conductor.  In 1984 he became the permanent conductor at Germany’s Saarbrucken Radio Symphony Orchestra 
and was on a clear path to becoming a world renowned maestro. 

Along with conducting some of the finest orchestras in the world, Chung enjoyed the respect and adulation of his peers in 
the music world.  He won a variety of awards, including the Abbiati Award from Italian critics, the ‘Artist of the Year’ 
award by the French Theatre and Critics Association.  He was also awarded best conductor at the ‘Les Victoires de la 
Musique’s award ceremony in France. 

In his home country of Korea, he was selected as UNESCO’s Person of the Year and also received the Gold Crown Medal, 
the highest cultural award given by the Korean government.  His reputation preceded him in the music world and his own 
recordings for the renowned music label DG had made him a celebrity in the orchestral arena. 

In the hopes of complimenting this impressive artist leader, an impressive new CEO was appointed from the private sector 
to offer strong managerial leadership.  Given the competition, SPO could not survive without the guidance of a strong 
business manager.  While SPO was being supported by a large endowment from Seoul City, there was an urgent need to 
move towards self-sufficiency as quickly as possible.  Given the circumstances, SPO appointed a professional manager to 
become its CEO—the first such appointment to lead a cultural institution in Korea.  A clear message was being sent that a 
new era in professionalism in the organization’s operations was underway. 

Pal-Seung Lee became the first CEO of the Seoul Philharmonic Orchestra shortly after Myung-Whun Chung took office.  
Both men would have to work together in order for SPO to rebound from the quagmire it had previously found itself in.  
And ongoing collaboration would be essential in order for success to be achieved in all of the non-artistic components of 
running an orchestra. 
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A New Vision 
THE VISION 
As SPO embarked on a new frontier, the organization needed to clarify its vision. Before SPO had became an independent 
foundation, it lacked a clear direction, which led to the demoralization of the members, an inability for management to 
move in any specific artistic direction, and confusion in the marketplace.  Now that SPO had become an independent 
foundation and stepped out of the shadows of the Sejong Performing Arts Center, it was challenged to define its purpose:  
Who would SPO serve?  Was it an elite orchestra with wealthy patrons and a high brow mystique?  Or should SPO be the 
orchestra of the people and wherever it performs, should it represent the soul of Korea’s everyday person?  Conductor 
Chung was well poised to execute on either vision and his track record of receiving prestigious awards could be leveraged 
to drive SPO towards critical recognition and acclaim.   

However, Chung had also been called a true “spiritual conductor”.  He conducted from his heart and it was evident that he 
worked to connect with his audience.  Additionally, as a Korean citizen, he was better poised to represent “the people” 
than many of his predecessors who were not from Korea or even Asia.  In 1996, he was appointed as Korea’s honorary 
cultural ambassador.  In 2002, he was also selected the Best Representative Artist in the Field of Music in the survey of 
culture and art professionals conducted by a broadcasting company in Korea.   

In order to develop a marketing strategy, arrange finances and even provide direction for the orchestra’s personnel this 
central question must be resolved.  Having a vision would also allow SPO to execute on many other topics, such as 
performance space decisions, artistic programming and tour decisions.  Without a coherent vision, SPO’s long-term 
success would be in jeopardy.  

MARKETING/TICKET SALES 
As SPO began anew as a foundation, management mapped out a new marketing program, carrying out an active public 
relations program to counteract years of negative publicity.  Additionally, the orchestra needed to attract donors and 
committed supporters to shore up its ailing financial profile.  New staff was brought onboard and marketing excellence 
was emphasized.   The marketing staff had to be significantly expanded and strengthened in terms of talent and resources.  
It was clear from the lackluster ticket sales and poor press that the orchestra needed a serious overhaul.   

As one avenue to improve the image of SPO, a Visitation Concerts program was established.  Through the program, SPO 
went to the people and performed in open venues, recording the largest single audience (20,000 people) in its entire 
history.  The publicity generated from these concerts went a long way to heal some of the previous perceptions that SPO 
was out of touch.   

The issue of ticket sales was also of critical importance to determining the long- term fate of SPO and its ability to market 
itself effectively.  In the past, many concerts were attended mostly by patrons holding free, invitational tickets.  In other 
words, SPO was only able to pack the house when they expressly requested attendance and gave the tickets away.  CEO 
Lee sought to change that, both for the sake of the financial bottom line and the message to the public.  To that end, SPO 
began operating a membership system called SPO Friends, and started carrying out energetic promotional activities to 
support this endeavor.   As a result of these efforts, 64% of the audience in 2007 was comprised of paid-for ticket holders, 
up from only 34% in 2004. 

As part of its new promotional activity, SPO developed a promotional concert series, such as the Brahms program.  
Brahms attracts both classical music enthusiasts who are looking for a “serious program” as well as the classical novice 
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who may be seeking an introduction to classical music.  The concert series leveraged top international soloists, as well as 
the orchestra’s own Maestro.  In order to generate excitement around the series, SPO granted exclusive rights for 
broadcast to one of the major television stations in Korea, which in turn gave spot advertising and co-hosted the event.  
The concert was also promoted in internet cafes, online, on radio and via outdoor placements.  Ticket prices ranged from 
USD $10-$100, which ensured basic accessibility, with the prestige associated with the pricier tickets. 

FINANCES 
Unlike before the incorporation, SPO decided that in order to survive it needed to make a serious effort to obtain outside 
financial support. On that front it developed sponsorship relationships with businesses such as LG Household and Health 
Care, Woori Bank, and Hana Financial Group.  It received support for major planned concerts, and made close 
connections with school foundations such as Korea University and Sookmyung Women’s University. It also implemented 
a paying membership system which provided additional revenue of 27 million won as of 2006.   

External support was also critical given the cultural consideration in Korea.  A culture of giving had not taken root in the 
country and the classical performance market was not as active as in Europe.  Additional financial resources were needed 
to make up for the shortfall in support from the general public.  CEO Pal-Seung Lee discussed his response to this 
situation:  

In order to properly show high quality music, SPO must become financially independent to a 
certain level…For that to happen, it needs to gradually reduce invitation tickets and actively get 
sponsor businesses to participate. The sponsorship agreement with Hana Financial Group is an 
example of SPO’s work toward financial self-sufficiency.  

Lee also emphasized that SPO must begin to view its audience as customers whose needs must be met and believed there 
was still a need to secure additional donor sources.  He stressed that new avenues must be tapped in order to secure 
additional donations citing that the Korean Broadcasting System Orchestra and Bucheon Philharmonic Orchestra both 
received a healthy amount of corporate support, despite performing significantly fewer concerts and selling far fewer seats 
than SPO. 

In addition, gradual increases in ticket prices helped to shore up SPOs financial situation.  Before Lee and the creation of 
the independent foundation, tickets were typically USD $10-$30 (KRW 10,000 – 30,000).  Following incorporation, the 
prices moved to USD $10-$100 (KRW 10,000 – 100,000).  The orchestra was also playing to much greater capacity with a 
larger portion of each concert being sold and seated with paying customers. 

PERSONNEL  
Before its reformation, SPO’s personnel policy was similar to that of a government office, thus entirely and summarily 
dismissed if deemed “unworthy”.  The judging process was conducted by those outside of the artistic management of the 
organization.  Little attention was paid to the needs and resources required to attract and retain world class talent.  Salaries 
were low and the process of providing the artists with adequate musical equipment was often a bureaucratic nightmare.   

Once the orchestra became a foundation, however, SPO began to implement a personnel policy that reflected its 
characteristics as an art organization.  First and foremost, the member evaluation process was dramatically improved.  
Evaluations were carried out with a regular frequency versus the sporadic and erratic evaluations that previously occurred 
under the old system. 
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The hiring policy was significantly revamped to allow greater flexibility for retaining member and dismissing them if their 
artistic evaluations dropped below the standards set by the orchestra.  Under the current system, the bottom 5% of the 
orchestra would not have their contracts renewed and the next 20% of the orchestra would be up for discretionary review 
of their contracts. 

Finally, the salary system was reworked to greater reflect an emphasis on artistic growth and capability versus tenure with 
the orchestra.  This would allow for raises based on merit versus endurance.   

 The orchestra was still in need of more members.  There were 110 slots but slightly less than 100 of them were filled.  In 
addition, the bottom 5% of the current membership would not be retained after the next evaluation cycle.  Conductor 
Chung and CEO Lee were exploring new ways to attract additional members.   

Where To From Here? 
The recording of the Mozart concerto had come to a close. CEO Lee sat in the dark. 

When the results of 2006-2007 were considered, it seemed the reformation of SPO was a success. However, CEO Pal-
Seung Lee did not want to stop there. He wanted to achieve much more with this orchestra.  His ambition was to move 
SPO beyond being the best in Korea to being truly competitive with the best orchestras in the world.  He questioned to 
what degree he should focus on activities outside of Seoul.  There were several world class orchestras throughout North 
Asia and Asian in general.  What about Europe and the Americas?  Could a Korean orchestra expect to compete with those 
orchestras for the attention of classical music enthusiasts?  Could a Korean orchestra hope to attract and retain talent 
outside of Asia?   

CEO Lee also understood that the audience for classical music in Seoul and Korea, in general, was limited.  Should be 
hope to attract new audiences to classical music or should SPO adjust to meet potential new audiences half way?  There 
had been dialogue around the potential for innovative new performance styles and types.  The Visitation Concerts were 
extremely well received.  Was there any opportunity to make that program even more innovative and look beyond the 
more formal concert in a concert hall style?   

CEO Lee still needed to help the organization grow financially, perceptually and in terms of literal artistic talent.  Looking 
at the tasks he had before him, what should his next steps be and how should he prioritize them?  

“Allegro ma non troppo,” “Allegro ma non troppo,” CEO Lee repeated to himself, reflecting on the future of the orchestra.  
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